MS/MS Methodology To Improve Subcellular Mapping of Cholesterol Using TOF-SIMS
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Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS) can be utilized to map the distribution of various molecules on a surface with submicrometer resolution. Much of its biological application has been in the study of membrane lipids, such as phospholipids and cholesterol. Cholesterol is a particularly interesting molecule due to its involvement in numerous biological processes. For many studies, the effectiveness of chemical mapping is limited by low signal intensity from various biomolecules. Because of the high energy nature of the SIMS ionization process, many molecules are identified by detection of characteristic fragments. Commonly, fragments of a molecule are identified using standard samples, and those fragments are used to map the location of the molecule. In this work, MS/MS data obtained from a prototype C60+/quadrupole time-of-flight mass spectrometer was used in conjunction with indium LMIG imaging to map previously unrecognized cholesterol fragments in single cells. A model system of J774 macrophages doped with cholesterol was used to show that these fragments are derived from cholesterol in cell imaging experiments. Examination of relative quantification experiments reveals that m/z 147 is the most specific diagnostic fragment and offers a 3-fold signal enhancement. These findings greatly increase the prospects for cholesterol mapping experiments in biological samples, particularly with single cell experiments. In addition, these findings demonstrate the wealth of information that is hidden in the traditional TOF-SIMS spectrum.

There has been considerable interest in imaging mass spectrometry because of its potential to offer insight into countless biological processes.1 Time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry imaging is a powerful analytical tool for mapping the distribution of biologically relevant small molecules (<1000 Da) on a surface.2-7 Briefly, a pulsed beam of primary ions is directed at the analysis surface. The impact of the ions causes the sputtering of ions and molecules, which are then extracted into a TOF mass analyzer and a mass spectrum is generated. To obtain an image, the primary beam is raster scanned across the surface recording a mass spectrum for each pixel. Molecules of interest can be selected from the spectrum, and their unique distributions are mapped simultaneously across the imaging area.

Because of the surface sensitivity of the technique, much of its biological application has been in the study of the cell membrane lipids, such as phospholipids and cholesterol.2,6,8,9 Cholesterol is a major constituent of nearly all mammalian cell membranes where its concentration is tightly controlled. In the membrane, cholesterol modifies the physical properties of the membrane as well as interacting differentially with various lipids and proteins in the formation of specialized microdomains.10-12 TOF-SIMS combines submicrometer spatial resolution, high chemical specificity, and surface sensitivity, making it an excellent tool for the study of lipid domains within cellular membranes. The capability of TOF-SIMS to image subcellular features has been demonstrated in the literature.2,6

In the brain, cholesterol is involved in many important processes, namely, synaptogenesis and myelin formation. Improper regulation of cholesterol in the brain has been implicated in multiple human brain diseases including Alzheimer’s disease.13 Improper cholesterol homeostasis is also implicated in atherosclerosis which can lead to myocardial infarction and stroke, as well as other disorders.14 Therefore, being able to detect and identify the distribution of cholesterol in biological samples has vast implications in medical science.
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Because of the high-energy nature of the SIMS ionization process, several larger molecules are identified by the detection of characteristic fragments. Commonly, fragments of the molecule of interest are identified using standard samples, and those fragments are used to map the location of the molecule. However, even single constituent samples can produce fairly complex spectra. Many factors can affect the fragmentation pattern in a SIMS experiment including primary ion, matrix effects, molecular orientation, and surface contamination. These factors complicate analysis and can make identification of characteristic fragments challenging.

In this work, we present the novel application of MS/MS methodology to identify characteristic fragment ions for use in imaging SIMS. A commercially available MALDI instrument, the QSTAR XL manufactured by Applied Biosystems MDS Sciex, has been modified to incorporate a \( C_{60}^{+} \) primary ion source. This combination produced several advantages that can be utilized for improving biological SIMS. Most notable for these experiments was greatly increased mass resolution, mass accuracy, and MS/MS capability. Currently, the spatial resolution of this prototype instrument is limited to approximately 10 \( \mu \text{m} \), limiting its use for many single-cell imaging experiments. However, it can provide valuable information to be used in conjunction with submicrometer resolution SIMS instrumentation. In SIMS experiments, cholesterol is seen as \([\text{M} - \text{OH}]^{+}\) at \( m/z \) 369.35 and \([\text{M} - \text{H}]^{+}\) at \( m/z \) 385.4. Collision-induced dissociation of this ion revealed several candidate fragments whose intensities may make them more suitable for mapping experiments than the pseudomolecular ion. While the relationship between CID fragments and primary ion impact fragments is only just now being explored, initial experiments in this laboratory show that they are often similar. The main advantage of using fragments generated by CID is that they have unambiguous origins. In addition, the MS/MS spectrum generated is often less complex.

The presence of the fragments in a single component spectrum using \( \text{In}^{+} \) as the primary ion was verified using pure cholesterol films. To validate the usefulness of the CID fragments for single cell imaging experiments, J774 macrophage cells were imaged before and after doping with cholesterol. The relative increases obtained were then compared with results using the pseudomolecular ion.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Hybrid Quadrupole Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer.** The front end of a QSTAR XL system, a hybrid LC/MS/MS instrument originally designed for MALDI and electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex), was modified to fit a 20 keV \( C_{60}^{+} \) source by Ionoptika Ltd. Details of the QSTAR XL system and the 20 keV \( C_{60}^{+} \) source can be found elsewhere. Briefly, the QSTAR XL system is a tandem quadrupole orthogonal time-of-flight mass spectrometer. In this instrument, nitrogen gas is used for collisional cooling and collisional focusing. The pressure of \( N_{2} \) on the order of 5 mTorr near the sample and collisional focusing quadrupole region (\( Q_{0} \)), is critical for efficient operation. With this configuration, \( m/\Delta m \) resolution exceeding 12,000 has been obtained.

The \( C_{60}^{+} \) ion source for these experiments was operated with 10–15 pA current on the sample in dc mode. MS/MS experiments were carried out using \( N_{2} \) collision gas with a residual gas pressure of \( 4 \times 10^{-5} \).

Imaging is accomplished through movement of the sample stage up to 50 mm in either direction either in a stepped motion down to 10 \( \mu \text{m} \) or in a continuous motion. During stepped stage motion, the ion source beam is pulsed off with each stage movement. Data analysis is handled by Analyst QS 2.0 software, and sample stage motion is controlled by oMALDI Server 5.0 software, both by Applied Biosystems/MDS Sciex. Further image processing was completed with BIOMAP version 3.7.5.4 software.

**In\(^{+}\)SIMS.** Spectra using \( \text{In}^{+} \) primary ions were acquired using a Kratos Prism TOF-SIMS spectrometer (Manchester, U.K.) equipped with an \( \text{In}^{+} \) liquid metal ion source (FEI, Beaverton, OR). The pulsed primary ion source was operated at an anode voltage of 15 kV angled at 45\(^\circ\) to the sample. The beam was focused to approximately 200 \( \mu \text{m} \) in diameter and delivered 1 nA of dc current in 50 ns pulses. An extraction lens, biased at \(-4.7\) kV, collected the secondary ions which then traveled along a 4.5-m flight path and were detected at a microchannel plate (MCP) detector (Galileo Co., Sturbridge, MA). Mass resolution for these experiments was \( m/\Delta m \) 500.

\( C_{60}^{+} \)SIMS. Data using \( C_{60}^{+} \) primary ions were acquired using a BioTOF TOF-SIMS spectrometer, described in detail elsewhere. The spectrometer was equipped with a 40 keV \( C_{60}^{+} \) primary ion source \( \text{(Ionoptika Ltd., Southampton, U.K.)} \). The source was operated with a 300 \( \mu \text{m} \) diameter beam defining aperture, yielding approximately 20 pA of dc current.

**Preparation of Cholesterol Films.** Physical vapor deposition (PVD) films were prepared by subliming cholesterol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) contained in a crucible by resistive heating of a tungsten filament followed by deposition onto a liquid N\(_{2}\)-cooled sample stage. The film thickness was monitored using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) and subsequently characterized using AFM. Films used for this study had a thickness of 100 ± 10 nm.

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) films were prepared by soaking a 1 cm × 1 cm Si/Tec silicone sheet (Technical Products, Inc.) in...
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Cholesterol Fragmentation in SIMS Analysis. For biological mapping experiments, SIMS spectra are first obtained from single component standards, generally in the form of thin films. These analyses identify characteristic ions that can be used to map the location of these molecules in complex systems, such as biological cells. When using highly energetic primary ions to generate secondary ions from biological samples for analysis, complex spectra are obtained. A spectrum obtained from a pure film of cholesterol induced by 15 keV In$^+$ bombardment is shown in Figure 1A. Collision-induced fragmentation produces the molecular ion at m/z 428. The resultant MS/MS spectrum obtained using C60$^+$ as a collision gas is shown in Figure 1B. The molecular ion is seen at m/z 369 pseudomolecular ion traditionally used for cholesterol imaging using SIMS. The molecular ion is seen at m/z 385.4 in standard samples, but the pseudomolecular ion (m/z 369) is most commonly used due to its higher intensity. This suggests that these species may be useful for mapping cholesterol, particularly when limited ions are available for collection, as is the case in high resolution cell imaging experiments.

To quantify the signal intensity obtained for the various fragments, PVD cholesterol films were analyzed using In$^+$ and C60$^+$. The intensity was calculated by dividing the peak area for the fragment by the peak area for m/z 369. Results are shown in Table 1. This analysis suggests that the mapping of fragments should be most beneficial in the case of atomic projectiles. These analyses also demonstrate the decrease in fragmentation that occurs when utilizing cluster ion sources. This indicates the value of identifying characteristic fragments, even when employing cluster primary ions. It should also be noted that the absolute intensities (ions/primary ion) of fragments obtained using C60$^+$ as the primary ion were 50–110-fold higher than those obtained employing In$^+$. However, when imaging with a high-spatial

5 mL of hexane. The solution was then drop dried onto a stainless steel substrate.

Relative Quantification. J774 macrophage cells were cultured to confluence and subsequently separated into two populations. To label the two different cell populations as well as identify the outer leaflet of J774 cells after fracture, two fluorescent dyes, 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3'-tetramethylindodicarbocyanine (DiD) and 1,1'-dioctadecyl-3,3,3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine (DiI) (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), were used. Cholesterol loading was achieved by adding cholesterol-β-cyclodextrin (chole-BCD) (CDT, Inc., High Springs, FL) to the DiD labeled flask. The populations were incubated for 1 h, then rinsed in serum-free media to remove excess dye, and plunge frozen for freeze fracture.29 Fluorescence was monitored using a vertical illuminator microscope (Olympus, Melville, NY) that was previously incorporated into the SIMS instrumental design.30 A detailed description of methods used for relative quantification experiments can be found elsewhere.31

| Table 1. Signal Intensity of Fragments Reported As Percentage of Pseudomolecular Ion Intensity |
|----------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| material       | projectile       | 161 | 147 | 109 | 95 |
| PVD film       | C60$^+$          | 21 ± 7% | 30 ± 9% | 51 ± 9% | 149 ± 5% |
|                 | In$^+$           | 155 ± 11% | 310 ± 10% | 538 ± 9% | 1645 ± 9% |
| J774 cells     | In$^+$           | 177 ± 16% | 260 ± 16% | 443 ± 16% | 1352 ± 9% |

The reported numbers are the mean of five independent measurements of different areas of the surface from the same film. The reported cell numbers are the mean of six independent macrophage images. Errors reported are standard deviation.

Figure 1. Mass spectra of cholesterol films: (A) In$^+$ induced spectrum of a PVD cholesterol film. (B) MS/MS spectrum of [M – OH]$^+$ ion derived from pure cholesterol film using N2 as a collision gas. All spectra are standardized to the largest peak in the viewing area.
resolution C$_{60}^+$ beam, primary ion currents are typically 100-fold lower than In$^+$, resulting in prohibitive data collections times to reach the static limit.

The [M – OH]$^+$ ion has been used extensively in biological imaging experiments$^{5,9,20,31,32}$ as it can be unambiguously attributed to cholesterol. For this reason and its high intensity, it was analyzed by MS/MS. It has been suggested in the literature$^{33}$ that the first step in the fragmentation is the disconnection of the aliphatic side chain. Direct evidence for this was not observed, as our experiments did not detect the side chain fragment or the intact sterol ring system. However, the fragments detected are derived from the sterol ring system, as was reported. The mass resolution of the QSTAR XL allowed us to very accurately identify the elemental formulas of the fragment ions.

The major fragments can be explained by identifying two key fragmentation sites, shown in Figure 2. The complexity of the spectrum obtained suggests that fragmentation occurs at many sites but to a much lesser extent. The stability of these fragments indicates that they would be good ions to measure in SIMS.

**Isobaric Interferences and Contamination.** The nominal mass 147 has long been known to be indicative of PDMS, a prevalent contaminant in SIMS analysis.$^{34}$ We believe that the existence of this contaminant has prevented the identification of this major fragment.

To demonstrate that the 147 fragment in the MS/MS spectrum is not the result of contamination, a thin film of pure cholesterol was placed next to a thin film of PDMS. Figure 3A shows a mass spectrum obtained from the PDMS film. The m/z 147.065 peak is easily identified along with other characteristic fragments seen with PDMS: m/z 73.05, m/z 149.04, and m/z 209.02. When a mass spectrum is obtained from the cholesterol film, these fragments are nearly absent, indicating little or no contamination. A spectrum of a cholesterol film induced by 20 keV C$_{60}^+$ cluster ion bombardment can be seen in Figure 3B. This analysis yields a simpler spectrum than In$^+$ with a larger contribution coming from the [M – OH]$^+$. However, significant fragmentation is observed resulting in a different pattern when compared to that obtained with In$^+$. This suggests that when employing other primary ion sources, fragments other than those observed with In$^+$ may be more valuable.

To further demonstrate the difference between the two species obtained around m/z 147, an image of the junction of these two

Figure 2. Proposed fragmentation scheme for cholesterol from MS/MS analysis.

Figure 3. Discriminating contaminant peaks: (A) Mass spectrum generated from the PDMS coated sample. (B) Mass spectrum generated from the cholesterol coated sample. (C) Resulting mass spectrum with m/Δm resolution of 8000. (D) Orthogonal TOF-SIMS imaging of the junction of two sample plates; one coated with cholesterol (m/z 147.117 = blue) and one coated with PDMS (m/z 147.065 = green).

---

plates was obtained. Figure 3C shows a blow-up of the 147 mass region; the peaks at m/z 147.065 and m/z 147.117 are fully resolved. In Figure 3D, a mass specific SIMS image of the two masses shows that 147.065 localizes to the PDMS covered sample and the 147.117 localizes to the cholesterol-coated sample. In combination with MS/MS data, this decisively shows that m/z 147.117 is derived from cholesterol. These experiments also demonstrate the value of improved mass resolution for TOF-SIMS imaging experiments.

**Isobaric Interferences in Cell Imaging.** In a standard TOF-SIMS experiment, the TOF region is coupled to the secondary ion ejection process. The energy spread inherent to the sputtering process limits the attainable mass resolution for our imaging experiments. Hence, the mass resolution shown above is not currently available to single cell imaging experiments. To determine if the m/z 147 observed in these experiments was derived from cholesterol, relative quantification experiments measuring cholesterol were examined.

A J774 cell population was split, half were incubated with DiD and chol-BCD and the other with Dil, as previously reported. The chol-BCD complex is water soluble and facilitates cholesterol loading. Therefore, the treated cell population is expected to have a higher concentration of cholesterol in the outer membrane. The Dil and DiD are fluorophores that preferentially intercalate into the outer leaflet of the cell membrane, creating a marker to differentiate the two cell populations. After incubation, the cells were rinsed, mixed together, and allowed to settle on Si substrates.

The samples were prepared for imaging using freeze-fracture methodology. Treated and nontreated populations were differentiated using in situ fluorescence microscopy. The cholesterol content could be compared by imaging the two different cell populations in the same field of view. Quantification was performed by analyzing line scans across the images; a plot of the signal intensity for a given ion as a function of its lateral position on the line is shown on the image (inset). By drawing the line across two cells from different populations, as demonstrated in Figure 4A inset, the signal intensities are displayed on a single plot. For the image shown, the line scan begins in the lower left.

Figure 4A shows the line scans for each individual fragment from the image. It is clear from these scans that signal intensity is greater in the first cell, and the fluorescence measurement indicates this cell was from the chol-BCD treated population. A rise in fragment signal was observed for all of the fragments after incubation with chol-BCD. It can be seen in the Figure 4A inset that the size of the two cells appears to be different. This disparity is accounted for in relative quantification experiments through the use of m/z 69 as an internal standard. Additionally, the ratio of the peak areas from treated cell to control cell are appreciably different for some of the fragments analyzed, m/z 109 and m/z 95. This suggests that these fragments are less discriminatory indicators of cholesterol concentration.

To better understand why some fragment ions are better indicators of cholesterol, the relative quantification data was analyzed using the fragments characterized in this work. The results are summarized in Table 2. Cholesterol molecular ion is shown in the last column as a comparison. Since m/z 369 appears in a region of the spectrum with few other peaks, it is hypothesized that isobaric interference is least for this ion. For this reason, results obtained for the fragment ions were statistically compared to the measurement from the pseudomolecular ion (Student’s t test). The p-values obtained for each fragment are shown in the bottom row of the table. It can be seen from this analysis that m/z 109 is significantly different than the molecular ion, and that difference for m/z 95 tends toward significance. We hypothesize that this discrepancy is due to other species present in these complex samples that we are unable to differentiate due to a lack of mass resolution. This implies that these masses are not very selective diagnostic peaks for cholesterol. Despite the interference, cholesterol undoubtedly contributes to the signal intensity observed at these two masses, indicating that these fragments can still be useful for imaging cholesterol distribution.

The best correlation for these measurements is obtained from the m/z 147 fragment. This fragment also shows a much smaller standard deviation than m/z 369, likely due to the gain in signal-to-noise ratio. This analysis suggests this fragment would give the most accurate measure of cholesterol concentration. Moreover, this fragment appears with the largest intensity in the MS/MS spectrum which is indicative of its stability.

**Imaging with Fragments.** These fragments are useful to single cell imaging experiments. An example of this is shown in Figure 5. The indium ion source was employed as it provides higher spatial resolution required for imaging single cells. These images illustrate the increase in signal that is obtained when
fragment peaks are used to map cholesterol on the surface. Although employing \( m/z \) 369 provides enough signal to compare concentrations, little or no information is obtained about the subcellular distribution of cholesterol on the cells surface. However, when higher intensity fragments are mapped, a more detailed description of the surface is obtained, allowing us to probe cholesterol concentration at discrete locations on the cell surface.

Table 1 shows the intensity increase when compared to the \( m/z \) 369 ion, as shown above for the different projectiles. These images were obtained using In\(^+\) primary ion. When compared to Figure 2B, these numbers resemble those obtained from the cholesterol standard. The decrease in relative intensity is likely due to the lower concentration of cholesterol at the surface of the membrane when compared to the surface of a PVD film. This indicates that under these well controlled sample conditions, matrix effects play a limited role in the ionization process and further support the proposition that these fragments are derived from cholesterol. The strong localization of the \( m/z \) 147 ion to the surface of the cell shows that there is little PDMS contamination with this sample. With a contaminated sample, a more dispersed signal would be expected. The low values for standard deviation demonstrate the utility of \( m/z \) 69 as an internal standard for single cell imaging experiments and further validates the rigorous protocols developed in this laboratory for making relative quantification measurements.\(^{31}\) Moreover, this demonstrates that relative intensity measurements are sensitive to surface concentrations.

**CONCLUSIONS**

New diagnostic fragments have been uncovered for the analysis of cholesterol using TOF-SIMS imaging using MS/MS methodology. The \( m/z \) 147 fragment of cholesterol has been resolved from that for PDMS using the higher resolution QSTAR XL instrument. The use of these fragments improves the capability of SIMS to quantify and image cholesterol, particularly in single cells.

Relative quantification experiments reveal that increasing the content of cholesterol in cells results in a corresponding increase in cholesterol fragments. When analyzing a complex biological sample with low mass resolution, isobaric interferences are unavoidable. For the lower mass fragments, these interferences were shown to be problematic for relative quantification experiments and could be misleading in imaging experiments with low signal-to-noise ratios. Comparison of fragments with \([M - OH]^+\) reveal that \( m/z \) 147 most closely resembles the molecular ion, indicating the least isobaric interference. Moreover, this fragment appears with the largest intensity in the MS/MS spectrum which is indicative of its stability.

These findings demonstrate the potential for the application of MS/MS methodology to TOF-SIMS bioimaging. The identification of novel and useful diagnostic fragments of biomolecules is central to the advancement of the technique. In this particular case, characteristic fragments of an extensively analyzed molecule have been overlooked. This new knowledge, along with TOF data sets, allows for past analyses to be re-evaluated. This illustrates the value of retrospective imaging capabilities permitted by using TOF-MS. Furthermore, these findings reveal the need for improved mass resolution in SIMS imaging experiments. When an incredibly complex system such as the cellular membrane is analyzed, improved mass resolution is crucial to the identification of unknown peaks and elimination of isobaric interference. It is probable that substantial biological complexity is being lost in the noise, due to a lack of mass resolution.
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